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Get the Solid Preparation Needed to Pass Your                           Security Certification Exam on the First Try 
           Filled with career-building instruction and guidance, Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study Guide is a hands-on learning tool that will help you pass a wide variety of certification exams with flying colors! Comprehensive and easy-to-use, this self-study resource contains hundreds of exam-like questions and answers that will enable you to achieve security certification in your specific fields.              

Written by security expert and bestselling author Bill Phillips, the book takes you step-by-step through lock and security history…securing doors and windows…lock installation…picking locks…impressioning keys… opening automobile doors… and other topics. Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study Guide features:

	Hundreds of multiple-choice, true-false, and fill-in-the-blank questions        and answers    
	Sample tests for the registered professional locksmith (RPL) exam       and the registered security professional (RSP) exam    
	A helpful table of contents that guides readers to their exam material    
	Detailed coverage of both physical and electronic security


Inside this Sure-Fire Security Certification Study Tool

    Lock History • Private Security and Loss Prevention • Securing Doors • Securing • Windows • Basic Locks and Keys • Picking, Impressioning, and Bumping Locks • Electromagnetic Locks • Opening Automobile Doors • Safe Basics • Basic Electricity and Electronics • Emergency Exit Devices • Wireless and Hardwired Alarms • Home Automation • Fire Protection • Safety and Security Lighting • Closed-Circuit Television Systems • Home and Office Security • Computer Security • Terrorism • Glossary • Bibliography • Sample Exams • And More!    

       About the Author

Bill Phillips is president of the International Association of Home Safety and Security Professionals. He currently works as a security consultant and freelance writer whose articles have appeared in Consumers Digest, Crime Beat, Home Mechanix, Keynotes, The Los Angeles Times, and many other periodicals. He is the author of the “Lock” article in the World Book Encyclopedia and   twelve security-related books, including McGraw-Hill's  The Complete Book of Home, Site, and Office Security; The Complete Book of Locks and Locksmithing, Sixth Edition; Locksmithing; Master Locksmithing; and The Complete Book of Electronic Security.      
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Scala for Java Developers: A Practical PrimerApress, 2017

	
		Master the fundamentals of Scala and understand its emphasis on functional programming that sets it apart from Java. This book will help you translate what you already know in Java to Scala to start your functional programming journey. Learn Scala is split into four parts: a tour of Scala, a comparison between Java and Scala,...
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Working with Beats in Pro Tools: Skill PackCourse Technology PTR, 2007
The beat, the pulse, the rhythm, the groove. They exist by different names and come in thousands of different styles. As a creative musician, you know that a well-crafted rhythm track can not only be the foundation upon which the rest of your music is built, but is often the defining characteristic of the musical style you’re going after!...
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The Zombie Survival Guide: Complete Protection from the Living DeadThree Rivers Press, 2003
The Zombie Survival Guide is your key to survival against the hordes of undead who may be stalking you right now.  Fully illustrated and exhaustively comprehensive, this book covers everything you need to know, including how to understand zombie physiology and behavior, the most effective defense tactics and weaponry, ways to...
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Advanced BSP ProgrammingSAP Press, 2006
This book gives readers proven methods for overcoming common BSP development challenges. Every chapter provides step-by-step instruction and practical guidance on issues that many developers face in their everyday work. Insider know-how on the essentials of BSP programming, exclusive hints on measuring and boosting performance, and in-depth...
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R Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Harness the ability to build algorithms for unsupervised data using deep learning concepts with R
	
		Master the common problems faced such as overfitting of data, anomalous datasets, image recognition, and performance tuning while building the models
	
		Build models relating to neural...
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Flash 5 Cartooning (with CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Your Complete Guide to State-of-the-Art Flash 5 Cartoons Flash has opened up a whole new world for animators. But how do you create cartoons that make the most of Flash — cartoons that feature appealing characters, convincing movement, and great sound? Flash 5 Cartooning provides the answers. Brimming with full-color examples and savvy advice...
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